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PRIVACY NOTICE 
 
The GAfutures, Pathways2GSFA, and REACH Georgia (“All Websites”) are designed by the Georgia Student 
Finance Commission, the Georgia Higher Education Assistance Corporation, and the Georgia Student 
Finance Authority Georgia Student Finance Authority (collectively hereafter “GSFC”) to provide you with a 
more personalized process for accessing education resources. As used on the site, the term "you" means 
any person who views, accesses, uses, or obtains information from the site, or who obtains information by 
monitoring activity to and from the site.  
 
By using All Websites in any way, you agree to this Privacy Policy which will inform you of how we collect, 
share, and protect your personal information. We may update this privacy policy to reflect changes in the 
way we deal with personal information, whether to comply with then-applicable regulations and self-
regulatory standards or otherwise. The privacy policy posted here will always be current. We encourage 
you to review this statement regularly.  
 
WHAT KINDS OF INFORMATION DO WE COLLECT? 
 
The Personal Identifying Information We Collect 
All Websites may collect personal identifying information from you including, but not limited to, your 
name, date of birth, social security number, address, e-mail address, and telephone number. Such 
information is captured in your account portfolio and is required to provide specific account information 
including but not limited to: 
 
• Creation of account profile.  
• Addressing questions or issues related to use of All Websites. 
• Application for admissions to State of Georgia Colleges and Universities. 

• Information on how you use All Websites such as the type of content and duration of activity. 

• De-identified information about you from Google Analytics such as age, gender, location, and possible 
interest. This information does not connect to you specifically. 

 
Information from Third-Party Partners 

We receive information about you and your activities from third-party partners, such as information from 
a partner when we jointly offer services or from a third-party partner about your experiences or 
interactions with them. 

 
REASONS WE COLLECT YOUR INFORMATION. 
 
GSFC collects personal information from you for the primary purpose of providing services to students. 
Specific information is provided regarding your account activity. At your consent, information may also be 
distributed using a mail or email address or text. Contact information is also needed to respond to 
inquiries or questions regarding student accounts. Where functions of All Websites modules do not 
require personal information, none is collected, and any such module can be accessed without opening an 
account or providing any personal data.  
 
When you log on to All Websites, your browser will automatically transmit to the GSFC server the IP 
address of your computer and type of browser you are using. Although your browser transmits the IP 
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address of your computer, GSFC does not associate this IP address with any personally identifiable 
information regarding you. GSFC does not collect any personally identifiable information other than what 
you submit, and your browsers transmit.  
 
HOW DO WE USE THIS INFORMATION? 
 
Improve and Develop Services and Content 
We can deliver our services, personalize content, and make suggestions for you by using this information 
to understand how you use and interact with our content. In some cases, we rely on third parties to 
provide this content. We conduct surveys, research and test features to evaluate and improve products 
and services, develop new features, and conduct audits and troubleshooting activities.  
 
Communicate with You 
We use information to communicate with you about our services and content and let you know about our 
policies and terms. We also use your information to respond when you contact us for information or have 
questions. 
  
For Legal Reasons 
We will share personal information if we have a good-faith belief that sharing the information is necessary 
to comply with applicable laws, regulations, legal processes or governmental requests. 
 
Program Evaluation, Analysis and Improvement 
We may use information shared with us for purposes of program evaluation, analysis, and improvement.  
We may share aggregated, non-personally identifiable information publicly and with our third-party 
partners for similar program purposes. 
 
Keep All Websites safe and secure 

We use the information we have from you to help verify accounts and activity and promote safety and 

security. We may share information with third parties in order to continue to keep the site safe and 

secure. 

 

WHAT WE DO NOT DO. 
 
We will not sell your personally identified information for any reason. 
 
WHAT HAPPENS IF THIS PRIVACY POLICY CHANGES? 
 
This Privacy Policy replaces prior privacy policies issued by GSFC. The GSFC Privacy Policy may be modified 
when necessary to conform to federal, state, local, and international laws and regulations, among other 
reasons. Revisions to this Privacy Policy will be posted to All Websites. It is recommended that you check 
the Privacy Policy each time they visit the website. If you have specific questions regarding the collection 
and use of your personal data, please contact Information at information@gafutures.org . 
 
WHAT ABOUT COOKIES? 
 
All Websites use cookies to remember you and personalize your web-viewing experience by keeping track 
of your session when logged on to All Websites. Cookies enable you to maintain continuity as you move 
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from page to page on All websites and to avoid the nuisance of being asked to provide the same 
information repeatedly. Cookies also allow us to make sure that only your browser can exchange 
information regarding your account with our servers. Cookies cannot be used to steal personal information 
or to gain access to information that you did not directly provide. The cookies we use are set when you log 
on to All Websites and are erased when you log off All websites or completely close your browser.  
 
If you don't want cookies, you can set your browser to disable or refuse cookies or to alert you when 
cookies are being used. You should note, however, that various services might not function properly when 
cookies are not utilized.  
 
Links 
All Websites host links to other sites or resources, and you may link to one of those sites or resources for a 
variety of purposes. These sites and resources have privacy policies that may differ from that of All 
websites, and for your protection, we recommend that you read and understand the privacy policy at any 
website prior to providing personal information on that website. GSFC is not responsible for the privacy 
practices or the content of any websites to which All Websites links or for the conduct of persons 
operating those websites.  
 
HOW IS THIS INFORMATION PROTECTED? 
 
Data Security 
GSFC has implemented numerous security measures to protect your personal information. Data sent to All 
Websites by you are collected using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology to ensure only GSFC receives 
your information. Special software programs monitor traffic on All Websites and will identify unauthorized 
attempts to upload or change information or cause damage to the website. These programs do not collect 
personally identifiable information, but they do collect information that enables GSFC to identify someone 
attempting to tamper with its website. However, we may automatically collect and store certain data from 
website visitors, for example, the name of the domain and host from which the visitor accessed the 
Internet, the Internet Protocol (IP) addresses of computers, the browser software used to access All 
Websites, the date and time the visitor accessed All Websites, and the Internet address of the website 
from which a visitor links directly to All Websites. We may also use HTML encoding to record aggregate 
information about the usage of All Website’s and whether emails that we send have been accessed or 
acted upon.  
 
Restricted Access 
To protect your personal information from unauthorized access and use we restrict access to nonpublic 
personal information to those employees who need to know such information to provide products or 
services.  
 
Except for the areas listed as an Exception to the Privacy Policy, personal identifiable data that you enter 
on All Websites are not made available or distributed to third parties, except with your express consent or 
at your express direction. In particular, All Websites will not give, sell or provide access to your personal 
information to any company, individual or organization for its use in marketing or commercial solicitation 
or for any other purpose, except with your express consent or at your direction, as is necessary for the 
operation of this site, or pursuant to one of the exceptions listed below.  
 
Children's Online Privacy Protection Rule 
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Consistent with the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), All Websites will not knowingly 
collect or retain information submitted by children under the age of 13. If GSFC learns that we 
unknowingly collected personally identifiable information from children under 13 years of age, we will 
immediately take all necessary measures to delete the information from our computer systems and other 
data systems that we own.  
 
EXCEPTIONS TO THE PRIVACY POLICY. 
 
There are limited exceptions to the All Websites privacy policy. When required by State law to comply with 
any valid legal process such as a search warrant, subpoena, statute, regulation, open records request, or 
court order, GSFC will supply such information contained in your All Websites account as GSFC reasonably 
determines, based on the advice of counsel, it is legally required to supply. In addition, GSFC may release 
specific information relevant to special cases, such as a physical threat to you or others or an attempted 
breach of security on All Websites.  
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